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From the Editors:
First of all, I would like to take th is
space to encourage the seniors to take a
deep breath. Your essays will be finished
and all will be well given time. This isn't
the end of the world, though it may feel
like it.
Secondly, I would like to congratulate
everyone who participated in the
Women's Marches across the world last
weekend.
I hope this year treats you as kindly as
it can.
-The Gadfly

Dear Seniors,
I probably do not need to reiterate once again that this month is
about you: first it's winter holidays, then a New Year and then
the Senior Essay Writing Period.
That is why the Greenfield Library started a new weekly series,
titled: "To Seniors from Alums:
Advice for Senior Essay Writing
Period:' Every week throughout
the writing period the Library
Facebook page will feature a
recent alum sharing their advice
on how to manage the essay writing period (www.facebook.com/
sjcalibrary).
Hearing other people's advice
is helpful and often motivating
but sometimes not quite enough
to get us going. So, I decided to
explore some helpful resources
on writing available in the library
and share them with you. Many
of you are wondering what makes
a good senior essay. Even though
there is no one particular answer
to that question, it helps to look
at the prize winning senior essays
from previous years. Over 100
Senior prize essays are available
in the library as part of the library's collection, from the 1950s
to 2016. To access the list, go to:
www. sj c. edu/ greenfieldlibrary
and choose the catalog from the
menu on the right. In the catalog, choose the Quick Search tab,
then SJC Prizes and from the Essays menu click on Senior essays.
You can sort the results by title,
publication date or the author.

Besides the Senior Prize Essay
collection, the library has some
great books that will help guide
you through your writing process.
Some of our staff recommendations
include:
1. The Chicago Manual of Style Z253.U69 2010
2. A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and
Dissertations - LB2369. TS 2013
(Reference)
3. The Elements of Style PN1408.S772 1999
4. How to Write a Thesis by
Umberto Eco - LB 2369.E2813
2015
5. Overcoming Writing Blocks LB1631.M33 1979
6. The Sense of Style - PN1421.
P56 2014
7. Writing Alone and with Others
- PN1408.S3154 2003
8. Writing the Natural Way PN1408.R566 1983
9. Writing Well in School and
Beyond - LB2369.B353 2013
(Alumni)
10. Writing without Teachers PN1409.5.E5 1998
11. Simple & Direct - PN1408.
B367 1994
In addition to these resources the
Library will be open for extended
hours for senior essay writing period on the following days: Saturday,
January 28th - 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
Friday, February 3rd - 8:30 a.m. to
midnight, and Saturday, February
4th - 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
I wish you an abundance of
thoughts and successful writing!

+
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Is America Exceptional?

Jeremy Sheeler

GI

in American exceptionalism, just
as I suspect that the Brits believe in Brit!ishbelieve
exceptionalism and the Greeks believe
in Greek exceptionalism:' - Barack Obama,
2009, NATO Summit in Strasbourg, France
The term ''.American Exceptionalism" has
been thrown around a lot during the last decade or so, and there has been much heated
debate over either the usefulness or the efficacy of the phrase. Typically, the debate has
broken down exactly as one would expect:
Conservatives defending the pro side and
Liberals professing the con. However, in
the wake of this unprecedented election, I
have begun noticing an odd shift, perhaps
a realignment, not just in the context of this
particular debate, but possibly in our entire
political landscape. During many discussions with friends of mine who supported
Hillary, I have witnessed them being forced
to reconfigure their opinions about many
issues in response to the unusual policy
positions of Donald Trump- who, despite
running as a Republican candidate, does
not resemble any "Conservative" politician
in recent memory.
What really drove this point home, though,
was an interview I caught recently with John
Stewart, former host of The Daily Show, on
CBS Morning News. They were discussing
Trump's campaign slogan, "Make America
Great Again;' and Stewart was criticizing its
lack of any definitive content and the media for never asking Trump just what it is
he thought made us so wonderful. Then,
something completely unexpected happened. Stewart, an unabashed Liberal, began explaining all the reasons why we are
so great:
America is an anomaly in the world. There
are a lot of people- and I think his candidacy has animated that thought- that think
that a multiethnic democracy, a multicultural democracy is impossible. And that is
what America by its founding and constitutionally is .. . America is not natural. Natural is tribal. We're fighting against thousands
of years of human behavior and history, to
create something that no one's ever donethat's what is so exceptional about America.
What caught me so off guard is that this
seems to fly directly in the face of what
Obama once claimed was exceptional about
us- i.e. we are only exceptional in our own
eyes, because everyone loves what is their
own, simply because it is their own (The
Euthyphro Dilemma). But that is not at all

what Stewart is proclaiming. He is saying not
only are we the exception, as in the ex ception that proves the rule, but that we are exceptional, as in exemplary. We are what the
world should aspire to be, and- as the slow
arc of history continues bending toward justice- will be.
The origin of the term American Exceptionalism is not known. It seems to have some
connection to John Winthrop's "Shining City
on a Hill;' and was used by Communists in
the 1920s to try to explain why we seemed
exempt from the Marxist Laws ofHistory (too many abundant raw materials, of
course). The concept can also be seen in the
ideas of Manifest Destiny and Woodrow
Wilson's proclamation of America's duty
to "make the world safe for Democracy:'
But like basically all interesting 'sociological' insights about America that are worth
considering, this idea too is generally traced
to Tocqueville's Democracy in America:
The position of the Americans is therefore
quite exceptional, and it may be believed that
no democratic people will ever be placed in
a similar one.
Although Tocqueville on the whole had
much admiration for us, the context that
this quote is extracted from was not actually
meant to be flattering (which is, of course,
always ignored when cited). It is from a
chapter entitled, How the Example of the
Americans Does Not Prove That a Democratic People Can Have No Aptitude and
Taste For the Sciences, Literature, and the
Arts, which he wrote to assure his fell ow
Europeans that Democracy did not necessarily mean Idiocracy.
However, his overall point still stands: our
situation is unprecedented and illustrative.
Although ~o other nation will ever have a
history and trajectory quite like ours, we
serve as a realization of what was previously
thought impossible- which will naturally
always give us an outsized role in the world.
But does this mean that we are truly exempt
from the laws of history- or that we should
want to be? And what would that even
mean?
In 2012, the Republican Party devoted one
of the seven sections of its official party plat form to ''.American Exceptionalism- the

conviction that our country holds a unique
place in human history:' In 2015, a month
before officially announcing his candidacy,
now president -elect Donald Trump was at an
event in Texas called "Celebrating the American Dream:' and was asked, "Does American
Exceptionalism still exist? And what do we do
to grow American Exceptionalism?" His reply
completely stunned the crowd:
"I don't like the term. I'll be honest with you.
People say, "Oh he's not patriotic:' Look, if I'm
a Russian, or I'm a German, or I'm a person we
do business with, why, you know, I don't think
it's a very nice term. We're exceptional; you're
not. First of all, Germany is eating our lunch.
So they say, "Why are you exceptional. We're
doing a lot better than you" ... I don't want
to say, "We're exceptional. We're more exceptional:' Because essentially we're saying we're
more outstanding than you ... Does that make
any sense? Because I think you're insulting the
world:'
He continues rambling on from there, but
the point is, he seems to not believe we are
exempt from the laws of history- Marxist, or
otherwise- and that we are just another nation
among nations.
Liberals have tended to shy away from the
idea that we are special, oflate, because of its
perceived ties to empire, the Iraq War and the
general hubris that led us into that quagmirewhich Trump was against (more or less). But
Liberalism is premised upon the idea that
deep down all humans are the same, and that
at the end of the day, we all really want the
same thing: freedom and equality. To have any
sort of intellectual coherence, it must have the
confidence of a universal mandate that it wishes
to see enacted throughout the entire world, or
abandon the universalism that lies at the heart
of its beliefs. America, because of its privileged
position, therefore, must think of and hold itself
as the shining example for all other nationswe must be the arrow at the head of that arc.
And Liberals must embrace our exceptionalism
for (what they see as) the good of the entire
world.
In order to stave off Trump's perceived ethnopopulism- "the natural" - the American Left is
being forced to talk in the terms natural to its
philosophy once again. Whether this will return
any sort of coherence to our national conversation, though, remains to be seen. But for now,
I'm cautiously optimistic

+
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Ask Paristophanes

Ben Haas Answers JI

Eponymous

On Yearly Essays and Communal Dining

Dear Paristophanes,
I am a current sophomore with a dilemma. I'm considering applying to the World Travel Forum (WTF) for next
year. I've never been to France and would love to see Aixen-Provence. It sounds so beautiful! But I worry about
missing all the opportunities on the Annapolis campus. I
also worry about leaving my assigned classes and classmates in the middle of my junior year.
What should I do?
Signed,
Perplexed
Dear Perplexed,
Paristophanes understands your aporia. But your worries
are quite unfounded. When will you have another chance
to see France while reading French-related authors like
Kant, Newton, Faraday and Maxwell? Paristophanes
thinks you should boldly go where you have not yet
gone. That is why you came to this college. It's true that
we emphasize community. But what's more important:
communal spirit or the private bodily pleasures of eyes,
ears and palate? Don't worry about the classmates you
leave behind. They will manage without you. Besides,
you will forget them all, once you get new classmates,
see the sights, hear real French and have some bread and
cheese.
Don't listen to the stick-in-the-mud friends and tutors
who urge you to do the same old thing. In fact, it's your
civic duty to support the WTF, which the college is using to entice more conventionally minded students. St.
John's needs to appear distinctive, and the best way to do
that, as we all know, is to make ourselves look like every
other college. Our study abroad program does precisely
that! Paristophanes hastens to remind you that St. John's
College is "a radical experiment in American education;'
as those in the know have proclaimed. So be radical (or
rather, conventional), and enjoy the college's most recent,
and costly, experiment in learning (or rather, marketing).
Apply now to the WTF, and be no more perplexed.
Let there be for you no Aches in Provence!

+

My seminar tutors have just told me that the
topics for our yearly essays are due in a courle
weeks and that I should start thinki§! abou findin,g a question I can write fifteen pa es on. I know
it s really far off., but I'm a little scar d about the
prospec.t of writing such a long paper. Do you have
any advice?
Well, my experience writing a freshman paper last year
taught me several things:
Start thinking about your essay topic long before the
due date is any more than a glimmer in Time's eye. If
you're not sure about the viability ofJour topic, you can
discuss it with basically any tutor, an they will more
likely than not offer real and helpful advice. Your language tutor will also probably be asking you to turn in at
reast portions of your essay before spring break, so keep
that in mind.
Write early and write often; the sooner you start writing, the sooner you can stop. If you finish your essay
before the weekend specifically designated for doing so,
you can goof off and bother your friends while eating
the writing room snacks! (To be clear, I finished my freshman essay an hour before I had to hand it in. Don't be
like me.)
As xou've probably discovered by now, writing for St.
John s isn't always like writing for other schools. It is incredibly important to keep in mind that exploring every
possible interpretation of (and answer to) a question
without coming to a smooth conclusion is preferable to
writing a polistied academic essay that skips over any
knots in your argument for the sake of proving a point.
I didn't start planning early enough and was afraid of
being even a little wrong, and that made my paper a lot
harder to write. Learn from my mistakes, friend! Also, try
not to take four caffeine pills in a row. It tends to lead to
jitters.

It's the beJ!inning of a new semester and as I
reacclimate lo dimng hall food, I have fo ask: Are
there any rules of unspoken dininJ! hall etiguette
that everYone follows without really thinking
about it?
I don't know if there are any rules that are universally
followed, but there are certain things that you really
ought to do or just shouldn't do. Among these are:
Don't take coffee from the machine until it's done
brewing. The coffee that comes out first is rather stronger than that which comes out last, and you have to let
fhem mix together instead of hogging the caffeine.
When you use the last tray that's lying out, put a couple more out so that people without free hands can just
put their dishes down and move on - this helps prevent
dining hall pileups!
This one is the most important, and I will end my
column with it today: make friends with the dining hall
staff. Besides the fact that they're more likely to try to
help you with special requests if you're friendly to them,
they're all lovely people and getting to know them will
do you no harm and make everyone just happier in general. A smile and a thank you go an incredibly long way.

Stay classy, St. John's. I missed you guys.

+
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NEARLY ALL THE GIRLS AROUND
HERE ARE FULL OF WIRES
Knodl and the overcoats

E

verybody who grows up in this town tries
not to talk about
Why their father's fingernail clippings are
made of layered mica,
Why their mother's rubber eyes have no
shine in them,
How late at night all the adults and most of
the children like to crowd all together in the gas
Station parking lot
Filling up water bottles with petrol
So that everybody will have sufficient energy
to walk around and act human during the day,
And not be mistaken for what they are.
The older kids remember having parents who
weren't cold when you touched them.
Years ago I knew a girl named Annette whose
baby teeth were made of real enamel, but these
teeth fell out and were replaced by teeth which
were made of smooth white porcelain. She got
into a fight with my sister and got pushed onto
the gravel sidewalk, where all her teeth shattered into little pieces.
She had to go to the hospital, and she came
back with teeth that were made of white plastic.
A friend of mine kissed her and when his
tongue rubbed against her teeth, he felt the little
ridges on each of them, the same as the ridged
lines that can usually be found somewhere on
any plastic product. He told me about this girl
Annette's teeth like it was the strangest thing in
the world.
These days, he's a little more artificial than he
was before. He pisses battery acid, and if you've
got an old iPhone, he's willing to buy it off of

you so that he can microwave it and inhale
the fumes. When warm-blooded people from
outside of town come to visit, they notice that
his hands are cold. Annette told me a few weeks
ago, however, that she liked him because he was
one of the few boys her age who didn't taste
artificial. It was a polite way of pointing out that
most of the kids in this town had mouths which
are chemically similar to the underside of a car.
Yet none of them seem to mind; the kids in
middle school kiss as often as ever. It seems that
a new generation has sprung up who is accustomed to first kisses tasting artificial.
None of the little kids seem to be made of
anything but plasticine, rubber, and copper
tubing. They're going to grow up and lose their
virginities to girls whose pubic hair is wiry like
extended paperclips.
And they will get a little older and look back
and feel like they've got souls which can be split
into a lot of metal pieces,
Which can be reassembled like Ikea furniture.
Then maybe they'll decide to start families
with each other, and have kids with artificial
bodies just like their own, and their style of life
will go on and on for a thousand generations.
They will have mechanics instead of doctors
and will drink petrol publicly in streetside cafes.
Their culinary scientists will style the stuff a
thousand different ways, so that it will be made
to bubble and fizz with natural gas, or be mixed
with isopropyl alcohol and topped with shaving
cream.

And maybe everybody in that town would
try not to talk about their children, because a
few of them would have wet eyes that would
sparkle when they got excited about something,
Or skin that stayed warm even when it was
cold outside.
Late at night these oldsters would gather at
the cafes, drinking gelatin and silver bromide,
And converse about happy things which
might distract them
From that which they would not like to
consider,
Namely,
How their town is being taken from them by
their children,
Many of whom are fleshier than their parents
and,
Accordingly, how these children are going to
Grow up to kiss each other and love the
warmth of it the way we used to,
And have hearts which are connected to
veins and arteries instead of wires.
These children will grow up to start families,
Multiplying and having more children like
themselves,
Until the artificial members of the town are
few in number and are becoming more organic
all the time,
Living in a sadness that matches mine, because they live in an inorganic world,
Which is being taken from them by an
organic humankind.+

[safety Corner]
Officer Jack Little is retiring this month, after 19
years of service to the college community. His official retirement date is Wednesday, January 25th,
2017. Jack served in the US Navy, where he retired
after 20 years. He worked another 15+ years in
security at the Annapolis Mall before he came here
to St. John's College. We appreciate the years of
service Jack provided to the polity and wish him the
best in his retirement. Well, if he actually retires. But
thank you, Jack, for your service and all you've done
over the years.
Scams: You may have heard of people being
scammed out of money by those out to make a
quick buck. Scams can include something as simple

as someone asking you to check out a book for
them at the library, only to never return the book
and letting you incur the cost. It may include a
stranger on the college campus telling you that
they need money for the bus, money to repair
their car, money for groceries, etc. You realize you
have been scammed when you see the person
doing the exact same thing the next day or week.
We have these issues on occasion, so you should
beware the'1 local"who is hoping to pull on your
heart strings to help them out. But you should
keep in mind that scammers are getting better at
using emotion and technology to have you fall
into their trap.
A more sophisticated scam is where a person

calls you to tell you they are someone you know,
and are stranded in a foreign country and need
money. Or it is a person claiming to be from the
IRS telling you that your past taxes were audited
and you owe money immediately or they will
come and arrest you if you don't give them your
credit card information immediately (the IRS will
not contact you over the phone). If your sense is
that something "feels" wrong, it probably is. Your
intuition is your subconscious mind telling you
something is wrong, so that 11feeling" is a warning
you should heed.
Remember, if you suspect anything like this on
the college, contact Public Safety. And until next
time, stay safe.

+
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A Gallery Far, Far Away
Kelsey Cuminsky X19 - - - -·- - - - -am a longtime lover of museums of all sorts.
Living within three hours of New York, Philadelphia, and DC, I have visited several of this
country's most famous museums on field trips
and family adventures over and over again. And I
hold in my heart a special place for art museums,
which bring together the educational and the
beautiful, the historical and the modem, into one
strange and reverent experience. I've perfected
the art of the art museum - from which brochures are worth carrying around to how quickly
one should work through the galleries, to how
much of a visit should be planned and how much
should be left spontaneous. So when I visited
the Museum of Modem Art this winter break, I
did not expect my view of museums to be deeply
shaken. But there was a variable on this trip to
the MoMA that changed everything. We were
there with my seven year old brother.
Since I had been to the MoMA before, I volunteered to stay with him so my parents
and sister could see more of the museum. Despite
his initial excitement to see "lots of paintings;'
because "art is my favorite class in school;' Nate
seemed ready to leave not long after we made it
through the door. The rain had pushed people
off of the streets, and so the museum was packed
shoulder to shoulder. As we walked through a
retrospective of Francis Picabia, he tugged on my
shirt sleeve. "I wanna go back downstairs:'

l

-----------------------

"There are no paintings downstairs:'
"I know:'
I sighed, and stopped him in front of a cubist
painting. "What do you think that's a picture of?''
"Nothing:'
"I think it's a person:'
He glared at me, "That's sillY:'
"Why? Why am I wrong?"
"It's some kind of crazy animal. It has four legs,
see?"
He pouted, but I could tell that I caught is attention. We wandered through the rest of the exhibit at Nate's
pace, only stopping when something caught his eye. At first,
I prompted him with questions. (How many colors do you
see? Why do think think his face is blue?) But soon his own
insightful questions and observations bubbled over. Why is
there an extra head in that painting? If that woman has two
mouths, does she talk with both at the same time or first
one and then with the other? That painting used a thousand
dots. I can't paint that many dots - I'd get bored.
We saw Starry Night, which he remembered
from art class, and Rousseau's The Dream, where he found
all the animals hidden in the bushes. We skipped over
Picasso's Women of Avignon for an untitled cubist still life
next to it.
A little while later he asks, "Did you say this is a
gallery or a galaxy?"
I tell him a gallery, and then wonder if the two
aren't so far off. He walks around wide-eyed, looking up at
the paintings as if he has stumbled upon a faraway planet.

After lunch, I took him to the kids
activity center downstairs where he drew his own
rendition of The Dream in colored pencils. "This
one was my favorite:'
We saw less than half of the museum
by the end of our visit. We didn't stop at a single
painting for more than three minutes, and didn't
read any brochures or plaques. Once, I would
have called that an unsuccessful visit. But instead,
I found myself thinking about the quote at the
beginning of the Picabia retrospective. "Our
heads are round so our thoughts can change
direction:' Instead of seeing art, I saw a new way
to experience art. Instead of trying to decipher
what the art means and what the artist thought
when they painted it, we looked at the colors and
the shapes, counted the dots and the animals in
the painting, and were unabashedly confused and
full of wonder. Paintings are hung at an adult's
eye level, but during that visit, I tried to look up
at the art like a child.
So if you have a small person in your
life - a cousin, a sibling, a niece or nephew and an afternoon to kill, consider taking them to
an art museum. Anyone who thinks galleries are
no place for a reasonably well behaved child is
snobbish, and their opinion should be disregarded. It will be an eye opening experience for kid
and grownup alike. And the MoMA admits kids
for free so really, what do you have to lose?

+
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Poverty is Relative
GI

Jose Muira

Poverty is relative. When I was living in a small,
rural town in Honduras as a Peace Corps Volunteer
I had no phone, refrigerator, microwave (I had a
small portable range), internet, computer, TV, A/C,
heat, indoor plumbing, or hot water. I was about a 60
minute walk away from the nearest paved road. But
I had it pretty good compared to others who lived on
dirt floor houses with no electricity, used a hole in
the ground (I had a latrine), and lived even farther
away from the paved road. For breakfast and dinner
my meals were usually beans, tortillas, and an egg or
two. For lunch, rice and some meat. I'm pretty sure
others had even less variety. It was not uncommon to
see small people; it probably wasn't just genes that
kept them small but also lack of nutrition.
Living poor in the United States - the money I make
is below the poverty line - is not poor at all. I have
cable, internet, a stove, microwave, toaster oven,
refrigerator, A/C, heat, hot water, cell phone, and a
laptop. The nearest paved road is five steps from my
building. I can eat whatever I want even with the
little money I make. It is not uncommon for me to see
large people. Here, many of the so-called "hungry"
look like they have been well-fed their entire lives.
Poverty is relative.

+

Peloponnesian War
+Tyler Mazur A'20

Hellas contorted against herself
Her ancient tongue
Forked into many dialects,
Each reciting blood soaked grudges.
Through summer's pillage
And winter's hunger,
A generation of her sons
Conspired to exhaust
That peculiar ritual's drumbeat
Into a new cadence
Terrifying in its ordered step.

Whatever You Would Like
Jose Muira

GI

By some path of feeling unknown to me, the wider
world has an aversion to silence and darkness. It appears to be popular opinion that noise, color, brightness, and fanfare are the proper stuff for life, as if in
order for happiness to reign and livelihood thrive we
must embrace the vibrant. They ostracize quietude.
They abhor colorlessness. For this reason art teachers beg soothingly for their students to "add a bit of
color," out of some misguided fear that children will
inadvertently become unhappy things. Food which is
subtle or simple is deemed uncultured, and must be
marred with spices and flavors outlandish and unnecessary. Sensible and austere clothing is shunned in
favor of brightness and comfort, for the delusion that
being boring is morally corrupt. Looking nice means
grabbing one's eye, and what could be more horrid
than a place where people are not singing? "People
must sing! Dance! Be lively! Smile!" So boldly in
these imperatives the world admonishes itself, terribly afraid that all happiness will be lost unless all is
drowned in light and loudness. Flowers, we desperately assert, are incontrovertibly more beautiful than
grass. Everything, properly, healthily, ought to be
pompous, ostentatious, and extravagant.
I find all this absolutely silly. I have no reason to believe that boring things are more beautiful than exciting ones. I have no belief that blandness is a sin. Life
is subtle enough to thrive in complete darkness-at
least that's the way it seems to me. Then again I've
never seen absolute darkness, or heard perfect silence.
Maybe (and this is just a wild guess here, so don't
quote me on this) there's no such thing?+
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BAD ORIGINALITY/GOOD GOSSIP
Eva Brann Tutor
r. Grauberd issued his invitation to
write for the Gadfly- a publication
I study cover to cover-on one condition: be original. The trouble is, I'm not
much for originality, be it in fiction or in
philosophy. Perhaps being original is a
merit in being a being, such as a human
being: Original comes from the Latin
verb "to arise, to be born'' (oriri). That's
surely a positive trait in anything laying
claim to being there, especially to being
all there. But in philosophy, originality, to
be original, is pretty nearly to be specious, unsound, at least when it means
what the editor probably meant: good at
producing enticing novelties. In philosophy that's willful deviation. There are
such philosophers, those who indulge in
brilliant innovation in spite of the truth
rather than in plodding adequacy to the
object. Together with students, I've read
one of them in preceptorials. It's the latter
sort, the sober sort, who are both truthful
(honest) and truth-telling (up to their object), who are original in the good sense:
radical (going to the root, to the origin, of
the matter). They are perennially interest ing; the others are passingly exciting.
What about originality in fiction? Well, fiction's most voluminous
modern genre isn't called "the Novel" for
nothing. Its origin was in competition
with the newspaper; it was the made-up
version of news reporting. But newspapers are slim, while novels are fat, and
therein lies a difference: news reports tell
what has happened, bare plot; novels tell
how it happened-descriptive detail.
Interlude
The number of skeletal plots is
extremely finite. Some lit -critters claim
there's just one: A does B in, + comeuppance. But that's hyperbole, since the
variations are practically infinite. Two of
the novels I love best and reread often,
Jane Austen's Mansfield Park and Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre, happen to have
practically parallel plots. So as a preceptorial offering, in sync with my antipathy
to originality, I decided to revive a preceptorial topic from some four decades
back: Read them in tandem, interleaved;
talk about one on Monday, the other on
Thursday.
To my delight I discovered that
some of our students always have been,
and others wanted to become, naturalized
citizens of the Republic of Letters (one of
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the four republics to which our dean traditionally
offers a toast at the Senior Dinner) that is home to
fellow-lovers of these books. I say "naturalized" because, though you may be in it by birth, you have
to become of it by persistence. I consider myself a
true patriot of this country of the imagination.
So it is to me no wonder-and yet it is
wonderful- that Mansfield Park and Jane Eyre,
two of the great English novels, published respectively in 1814 and 1847 (thus a long generation
apart), have, down to specifics, the same plot and
are yet utterly different in style, humanity, and
atmosphere.
The last week of the preceptorial was,
therefore, devoted to a detailed comparison; questions posed by members required conjectures,
elaboration, burrowings. We asked about the characters of the "characters:" What object, established
where, entitles us to say more about a heroine or
hero than does the text? Do characters sometimes
reveal themselves in opposition to the author's
intention; does Jane Austen's gentle Fanny have,
unbeknownst to her author, some spite in her? We
thought about the functions of the venues: Why is
one book's name a place, the other a heroine? We
asked about the frame of the story: How must it
impinge on our reading that Jane Austen stands
squarely behind her story, while Charlotte Bronte
hides behind a male pseudonym who claims to be
the "editor" of a woman's autobiography, presented
in the first person- the final author? We talked
about our sense of being permitted, even invited,
to pass moral judgment on the characters: Why
is Jane's last name "Eyre:' the term for an English
circuit court? What are we to think when she tells
us that she is not envious of her rival for Mr. Rochester's love, Miss Ingram, except insofar as that
lady is unworthy of him-and also that she herself
has green eyes, green being the color of jealousy?
We considered the general physical features of the
heroines, both of whom lack standard beauty and
are afflicted with "irregular" features: How are we
to visualize the distinct beauties they do achieve,
Jane by the glow of fulfilled longing but Fanny
by the bloom of maturing elegance?- So here
we were, discussing in the century of vanishing
elegance and in a Johnnie classroom, how elegant
beauty differs from standard beauty!
Of these four questions (nothing close
to a complete list), it is the first that is my favorite
preoccupation, one; I was relieved to learn, in
which I could interest students: What on earth are
we doing when we talk "about" characters, attending to the only documented being they have, but
going well beyond that text? Why in this particular
case is Jane Eyre the easier, the even more enjoyable book to talk about, though- a source of
pride to me- most of our preceptorial members

thought Mansfield Park might be the
greater work. (To me, it's no contest.) The
reason was, we agreed, that Jane Eyre is
high strung, passionate, full of dramatic
climaxes, and stylistically staccato, albeit
in polysyllabic formality- which to me
makes it antithetical in its effect to Mansfield Park: No person in either book has a
smidgen of a sense of humor, yet the former is full of unintended funniness, the
latter is full of not quite intended gravity.
If you read Mansfield Park quickly it
seems somewhat staidly prosing; if you
slow down it reveals itself as hilarious.
But what were we doing in asking questions requiring more knowledge than the
text vouchsafes, even if read very alertly?
Postlude
I proposed an answer: We were
gossiping. There's bad and good originality, and there's good and bad gossip.
Forget the latter; it's group meanness,
intended to pull its objects down. Good
gossip goes beyond the often sparse
real-life evidence to build a person up. I
told the preceptorial members that I was
absolutely certain that students never
gossiped about tutors, never tried to
invade their inwardness, but that their
tutors did it all the time to students: good
gossip. Gossip has a splendid etymology:
god-sip (as in "sibling")-a person akin
to, close to god.
What are we gossips doing? We
are elaborating the novels of our students'
life. How does really inspired gossip
proceed? Well, in real life, people seem
to me to have two major modes: spontaneity and habit. In the former mode
they are astonishing: quite unexpected
yet clearly most themselves. In the latter,
they are delightful in a different fashion.
This mode needs a "straight -man'' set -up,
some semi-formal setting (like a class or
faculty meeting) which feeds us the occasion to which we respond- in an utterly
expected and so ever-amusing register:
our automatic persona, in our jigged,
ever-same self.
Now gossip has as its reference
a real object- a live person, usually. What
then is the real object to which the gossip
concerning a novelistic character refers?
What is the object behind the text? If you
can relieve me of that perplexity, I'll present to you a book of my own inditinggratefully inscribed.
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